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* HUGE compilation of 60 gorgeous coloring pages from Jenean Morrison&apos;s Adult Coloring

Book series-- now with stunning BLACK BACKGROUNDS!Â * In this book, you&apos;ll find 10

coloring pages from each of Jenean&apos;s 6 best-selling books, including her Flower Designs

Adult Coloring Book which spent over 8 weeks on the  Best-Seller list in 2015.Â * Highly-detailed

coloring pages include geometrics, floral designs, repeat patterns, mandalas, butterflies and birds

on single-sided pages!* Jenean is a professional artist and illustrator, and her artwork is 100%

original!* Connect with Jenean on Instagram--@JeneanMorrison--to share your colored pages and

for creative coloring inspiration.Â * Grown-ups as well as older kids and teens are loving this book,

and you will, too!
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I was looking for something new to try, with coloring books, and found this, Adult Black Background

Coloring Book. Attached, are a few photos, showing finished pictures, and a variety of pages

throughout the book. I love the variety in designs, but especially the black background! It makes the

colors pop, and really stand out, when using markers, or gel pens. Or, for a softer effect, colored

pencils glide in like butter. The paper quality is excellent, even for alcohol markers. I only wish the

pagers were perforated, but I removed my page with an xacto knife, with no problems.I really look

forward to using more of this book, as the designs are all so varied and beautiful! It's truly a fun, and



relaxing coloring book!Photo #2: Alcohol markers, with clear glitter gel pen accents.Photo #3: Gell

pens (metallic).Photo #4: Beginning of another alcohol marker page.Photos #5-#15: A variety of

pages found throughout the book.

I'm thoroughly pleased with this book. It is printed on single-sided average white paper with no

perforations. However the designs are absolutely awesome I am loving that there are 60! Yes 60

pages. I'm a new fan and we'll be keeping an eye out for her additional books I included some

additional pictures to help you decide if this book is for you... Which I honestly think you can't go

wrong. The print quality is great

I have two of her other coloring books but the backgrounds were in white. This is my first coloring

book with black as the background. At first I didn't think I would like it but boy does it make the color

pop on the page! After coloring a few pages now, I notice that it is a lot more forgiving with the black

background and staying in the lines. I love her designs. I love how she only puts one design on the

page and nothing on the back. I love her attention to detail. I like that she does floral designs and

mandalas in the book. I have many coloring books but I keep going back to her style and design.

This book is a five and so are her other ones with white backgrounds!

I've been coloring since Susanne Fincher's 2004 Coloring Mandalas 2 (Shambhala Press) was

released. Jenean Morrison has done a beautiful job with this book. This is the first coloring book I've

used that has a blackground (new word?!) and it's beautiful, on all levels. The designs are varied,

from pop art floral, to primitive, atomic, and victorian. And yes, the blackground's great for when you

don't want to worry about staying within the lines, yet you've got very intricate designs that do pull

you back in to focus. concentrate. Beautifully balanced and designed, I'm looking forward to

checking out more of Morrison's books.

I have been a fan of Jenean Morrison's fabric for many years now and when I found this coloring

book with black backgrounds, it reminded me of the coloring kits with the velvet from when I was a

child. The markers and colored pencils just POP! I have enjoyed coloring since I was a youngster

and find it very relaxing and I see many hours of fun and relaxation between these cover!

Whether you're just starting to explore the exploding adult coloring book scene or are well and truly

hooked, this should be high on your list. The black backgrounds make it easy for you to achieve



dramatic effects and are a fun deviation from the usual white. The book is slim and easy to manage.

The designs are varied. Long time fans of Jenean's work will find many favorites within its pages. All

in all, you just cannot go wrong.

Fantastic! The black backgrounds take the anxiety out of adult coloring books for me. I usually find

them to be too intricate which does not help me relax and enjoy coloring. Jenean's book has

allowed me to enjoy coloring and encouraged me to explore different colorways. I've used colored

penciled and a couple of different colored pens and markers. This book might just save my sanity.
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